Below is a brief testimonial outlining my experience with Hydroxyl Environmental’s MDU (Mobile
Disinfectant Unit). My mother suffered a diabetic stroke in Feb, 2005. Her blood sugars have been a
constant battle since that date. She survives on a feeding tube. Our family provides home care for my
mother at my sisters. In the evenings her blood sugars would jump to 25-28 and first thing in the
morning they would test around 12-18 (5-6 is normal range). She also had an issue with an air pump that
keeps her mattress inflated to help prevent bed sores. In the summer of 2007 her air pump failed and
we had to wait nearly a week for a replacement. During that time mom suffered a bed sore on her spine.
In short order the sore grew to approximately 16 inches in length and was open nearly 1.5" at the widest
point. It took our wound nurse incredibly countless hours to try and close this wound that in most cases
ends in a fatality. This sore persisted for nearly six months before we were successful in closing it with
the use of a vacuum. In the early part of this year we experienced another bed sore. Actually two, one
on each heel as a result of an air mattress pump failure again.

This time a friend of mine spoke about the MDU that had helped others with medical issues. We had
nothing to lose so we installed it in my mother’s bedroom. Almost immediately our mothers breathing
began to improve and within days my sister and niece reported my mother’s blood sugars had returned
to levels under 10, a spectacular improvement comparative to her results these past three years.

After only two weeks there were significant signs her bed sores on her heels were healing weeks ahead
of her previous bout. I don't know what the significance of the MDU unit is other than to tell you it has
performed way beyond our wildest expectations. I will and do recommend this technology to anyone
seeking improved health regarding breathing, bed sores, or blood sugars if they are an issue. I wish I was
more scientific about our results but the proof is clearly in the Hydroxyl MDU unit........ Test one today,
the results will last a lifetime!

Sincerely,

Dennis Osborne
December 24th, 2008

